
Simplus created a unique design for product catalog, pricing, and discounting 
to meet EC Hispanic Media’s newspaper advertisement requirements. Simplus 
created custom discount products to remove a percentage without impacting 
the individual line pricing. Simplus led several successful implementation training 
sessions with the EC Hispanic Media team and taught key personnel how to modify 
sections of the tool so changes could be made internally. Simplus designed and 
implemented a streamlined approvals process leveraging the Advanced Approvals 
package, including parallel and serial approvals to automate the approval process. 
Simplus configured multiple quote templates in English and Spanish, allowing EC 
Hispanic Media’s sales team to generate PDF quotes quickly and accurately.
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Make complex things simple with Simplus and Salesforce. Visit Simplus.com
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SUCCESS STORY

EC Hispanic Media’s processes weren’t scalable. Sales team members used PDF 
rate cards to determine pricing. While this worked for simple orders, complex ones 
with multiple products, each with a different discount amount, became very time-
consuming. With EC Hispanic’s existing software, there was no way to automate 
or track progress on approvals for special discounts and pricing, causing many 
quotes to become delayed or lost. Activity history, customer communication, and 
other customer data had to be input manually. Data was often inaccurate, making it 
impossible for management to track deals, build accurate reports, and more.

Automated and 
streamlined approvals

Personnel trained on 
system implementation

MARTHA DE LA TORRE
CEO, El Clasicado

”

‘‘Working with the Simplus team has been a wonderful experience. I’ve 
worked with different organizations in the past and your processes are so 
much better, there’s a rhyme to the reason. Everyone I worked with was very 
knowledgeable with Salesforce CPQ and Dave made sure we were always on 
track and aware of every movement in the project. I foresee this tool being 
a high value game changer in the months to come. Highly recommend their 
services to anyone, especially those with Quote-to-Cash needs!


